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ParticleMetrix is a set of video plug-ins that create particle-based animations and transitions that explode, shatter, build and 

reveal the image below it. With it, you can blown up objects, text, and video into thousands of pieces using pre-de!ned 
particle shapes. Or you can reverse the effect and build objects from thousands of particles. 

Professional and amateurs alike can add flair to their movie creations by causing their titles or logos to devolve into a shower of dots, confetti, or 
smoke particles or cause film footage to appear or disappear with a swipe of a thousand stars.

PARTICLES
• Built-in Particles: You can choose a particle from the drop-down menu. There are around twenty particle types, everything from Soft 

Disk, Cross’, Sharp Stars and Hearts to Bubbles, (Musical) Notes and Snowflakes.
• Custom Particles: (Final Cut Pro 7 only) If you want, you can drop your own particle image into the image well. I created a simple “X” in 

Photoshop and dropped it in the well. All of a sudden the current shape was replaced with my X’s. Unfortunately this custom feature seems 
to be left out of the Final Cut Pro X version.

• Particle Count: You are given controls to set the 
number of particles emitted in the effect from one to 
millions. 

• Particle Size: This controls the size of the particles.
• Particle Lifetime: You can set how long the particles stay 

onscreen once emitted.
• Particle Scale Over Time: You can set the size of the particle at 

the end of its life.
• Blend: ere are four ways of overlaying the particles 

on the original image: Over, Add, Subtract & Replace.
• Min/Max Angle: This sets the minimum and maximum 

ParticleMetrix is a set of particle Explosions, Shatters, Builds, Reveals & Transitions.

This is a small sampling of the available particle effects.
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number of rotations the 
particles will undergo once 
emitted. You can set the 
particles to spin in either a 
clockwise or counter-
clockwise rotation (a negative 
number makes it rotate one 
way and a positive number 
makes it rotate the other way). 

• Start & End Colors: You can 
use the Color Selector to set 
the start and end colors of the 
particles.

• Velocity: ese parameters 
control the speed of 
particles once emitted. 
ere are minimum and 
maximum limits for XYZ 
axis’.

• Gravity: Gravity can be 
applied to particles in the XYZ axis’. 

ANIMATION: The filter’s animation time can be set to: “Duration of the Clip”, “Duration in Seconds” or “Manual 
Progress”.
 
WIPE:  The style used to display (or hide) the original clip to which the ParticleMetrix filter is applied. The available 
options are:

• Reveal with Wipe: The image starts hidden and is slowly revealed by the effect as it travels across the frame.
• Hide with Wipe: The image starts visible and becomes progressively hidden by the effect as it travels across the 

frame.
• Always Display: The image is always displayed behind the effect as it travels across the frame.
• Never Display: The image is never displayed. Only the effect is visible as it travels across the frame.
• Angle: The direction of the wipe transition.
• Wipe Radius: The width of the soft edge wipe behind the particle effect.
• Wipe Offset: Advances or retards the wipe underneath the particles in relation to the particle source edge.
• Wipe Time Scale: Shortens or lengthens the duration of the background wipe in relation to the particle source 

edge.
So as you can see, the particles and swipe across the frame are fully customizable.

e Skinny
Evaluation: I like that these !lters are easy to apply and modify. ey really add a dramatic effect to your text and images. It is 
nice that the Final Cut Pro 7 version allows you to import your own particle graphics. Hopefully some day Idustrial 
Revolution will add this ability to Final Cut Pro X. 

Requires: Mac OS X 10.7 - 10.9,  Final Cut Pro 6 -10, Final Cut Express 4, Motion 3 - 5, Adobe Premiere Pro CS6, Adobe After Effects 8 - 
CS6, (the free) FxFactory 4.

Company: Idustrial Revolution, Distributed by: Noise Industries

Price: $99

Available trial copy (the trial copy is part of the FxFactory download)

Here is another sampling of the available particle effects along with some of their names.

This is a list of the 
available particles. 

http://www.idustrialrevolution.com/particlemetrix
http://www.idustrialrevolution.com/particlemetrix
http://fxfactory.com/products/
http://fxfactory.com/products/
http://fxfactory.com/download/
http://fxfactory.com/download/

